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Scope Note 28

Eugenics

MARY CARRINGTON COUTTS & PAT MILMOE McCARRICK

The word eugenics (from the Greek eugenes or well-born) was coined in 1883
by Francis Galton, an Englishman and cousin of Charles Darwin, who applied
Darwinian science to develop theories about heredity and good or noble birth
(I, Kevles 1985, p. x).

The entry under "eugenics" in the Encyclopedia of Bioethics notes that the
term has had different meanings in different eras: "a science that investigates
methods to ameliorate the genetic composition of the human race; a program to
foster such betterment; a social movement; and in its perverted form, a pseudo-
scientific retreat for bigots and racists" (V, Ludmerer 1978, p. 457). Kevles, who
places a stronger emphasis than Ludmerer on the degeneration of eugenics, says
that by 1935 it "had become 'hopelessly perverted' into a pseudoscientific
facade for 'advocates of race and class prejudice, defenders of vested interests of
church and state, Fascists, Hitlerites, and reactionaries generally'" (I, Kevles
1985, p. 164).

Phrases such as "survival of the fittest" and "struggle for existence" came
into use at the end of the nineteenth century when eugenics societies were cre-
ated throughout the world to popularize genetic science. "Negative eugenics"
utilized marriage restriction, sterilization, or custodial commitment of those
thought to have unwanted characteristics. "Positive eugenics" tried to encour-
age the population perceived as "superior" to have more offspring (V, Ludmerer
1978, p. 459).

In the United States, after World War I, new information, such as the impor-
tance of environmental influences and the more complex concept of multi-gene
effects in inheritance, diminished the scientific justification for eugenics, but this
knowledge did not decrease the pressure for legislation, judicial action, or immi-
gration controls. The U.S. Immigration Restriction Act of 1924 favored immi-
gration from northern Europe and greatly restricted the entry of persons from
other areas referred to as "biologically inferior." Between 1907 and 1937, 32
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states required sterilization of various citizens viewed as undesirable: the men-
tally ill or handicapped; those convicted of sexual, drug, or alcohol crimes; and
others viewed as "degenerate" (V, Larson 1991).

In Germany, interest in eugenics flourished after the turn of the century when
Dr. Alfred Ploetz founded the Archives of Race-Theory and Social Biology in
1904 and the German Society of Racial Hygiene in 1905. The German term
Rassenhygiene or race hygiene encompassed more than the word "eugenics;" it
included all attempts to improve hereditary qualities as well as measures direct-
ed at population increase (HI, Weiss 1987). By the 1920s, various German text-
books incorporated ideas of heredity and racial hygiene, and German professors
were participating in the international eugenics movement. The Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute of Anthropology, Human Heredity, and Eugenics was founded in
1927; by 1933 a sterilization law, the Law for the Prevention of Congenitally
111 Progeny, which originally was entitled "Eugenics in the Service of Public
Welfare," indicated compulsory sterilization "for the prevention of progeny
with hereditary defects" in cases of "congenital mental defects, schizophrenia,
manic-depressive psychosis, hereditary epilepsy ... and severe alcoholism." (Ill,
MÃ¼ller-Hill 1988, p. 10).

The co-mingling of science, politics, and Weltanschauung (ideological or reli-
gious world view) caused the darkest period for eugenics when Nazi Germans
embarked on their "final solution" to the Jewish "problem", or the Holocaust.
The Nazi racial-hygiene program began with involuntary sterilizations and
ended with genocide. Beginning with the 1933 Law for the Prevention of
Congenitally 111 Progeny, 350,000 schizophrenic and other mentally ill persons
were involuntarily sterilized, and marriage or sexual contact between Jews and
other Germans was banned. Several hundred black children and 30,000
German Gypsies were sterilized. By 1945, when the allies liberated those
remaining in Nazi concentration camps, six million Jews, 750,000 Gypsies, and
70,000 German psychiatric patients had been killed by the Nazis (III, MÃ¼ller-
Hill 1992, p. 47). As a result of the German experience, eugenic thought
dropped to its nadir, and to the present day, the term "eugenics" invokes a sense
of horror in some people.

Great Britain, the United States, and Germany were the countries most
involved with eugenic science in the first half of this century, but interest was pre-
sent in Europe and other parts of the world. Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada,
China, Finland, France, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Norway, and Sweden had eugen-
ics movements of their own. With the development of new genetic technologies,
and the technical ability to change an individual's genetic heritage, eugenics is
once again a topic both discussed and written about throughout the world.

Since World War II, interest in the type of eugenics popular in the early half
of the century has changed. Utilizing gene therapy, genetic testing and screen-
ing, and genetic counseling, scientists and clinicians use knowledge of inherited
disease or other genetic problems to change those persons who can be assisted.
Despite the success of such interventions, they raise questions about the moral-
ity of changing human genes, the wisdom of acting when no cure is available,
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or the legality of breaching a patient's genetic confidentiality. Most geneticists
and other health professionals think that to proscribe any genetic intervention
would be wrong since people "need and deserve to have whatever information
may be available concerning genetic risks, genetic disorders, and modes of treat-
ment" even if problems may be inherent in genetic screening, counseling, or
therapy (I, Kevles 1985, p. 291).

Concepts central to the "old eugenics" have not completely disappeared: a
recent Chinese law, the Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care, which takes
effect June 1, 1995, requires premarital checkups to determine whether either
partner carries "genetic diseases of a serious nature," infectious diseases (AIDS,
gonorrhea, syphilis, and leprosy), or a "relevant mental disease." The law stip-
ulates that marriages will be permitted only after the couple has been sterilized
(IV, Tomlinson 1994, p. 1319). When commenting on a draft of the legislation
in 1993, a health minister cited statistics to show that China "now has more
than ten million disabled persons who could have been prevented through bet-
ter controls" (V, Tyler 1993, p. A9).

Scope Note 28 provides citations to literature concerned with the history and
background of the eugenic movement and its policies or programs. References
to eugenics also have been made in recent articles not cited here that concen-
trate on gene therapy, genetic testing and screening, prenatal diagnosis, selective
abortion, embryo research, or anencephalic organ transplants. Many of these
topics are covered in other Scope Notes in this series or may be searched on
BIOETHICSLINE.

I. EUGENICS Â—GENERAL

Adams, Mark B., ed. The Wellborn
Science: Eugenics in Germany,
France, Brazil, and Russia. New
York: Oxford University Press,
1990. 242 p.
Professor Adams provides an

overview of eugenics movements in
Germany (1904-1945), France
(1890-1940), Brazil (1917-1940),
and Russia (1900-1940). The book
concludes with a comparative history
of eugenics, in which Adams discuss-
es what he calls "myths" about
eugenics: that eugenics was not a sin-
gle, coherent, Anglo-American move-
ment with unified goals and beliefs;
that eugenics was not intrinsically
bound up with Mendelian genetics;

and that eugenics was not a pseudo-
science.

Duster, Troy. Backdoor to Eugenics.
New York: Routledge, 1990. 201 p.
Sociology professor Duster con-

centrates on the social and political
implications of the new genetic tech-
nologies (prenatal testing, the Human
Genome Project, gene therapy,
recombinant-DNA growth hor-
mones) and the impact these develop-
ments could have on identifiable
groups such as Jews, Scandinavians,
African-Americans, Italians, and
Arabs. As new technologies make it
simpler to identify these groups,
researchers may leave the door open
for genetic discrimination and eugen-
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ics in the future. The public is urged
to become literate about the new
technologies and to consider the pos-
sible uses (good and bad) to which
they can be put.
Friedman, J.  M.  Eugenics and the

"New Genetics."  Perspectives in
Biology  and  Medicine   35   (1):
145-54, Autumn 1991.
Friedman writes that advances in

molecular   biology   have   improved
understanding in human genetics giv-
ing rise to an extensive genetic tech-
nology.   However,  this   knowledge
provides "little scientific foundation
for eugenics,"  which he defines as
"improvement of the human species
by selective breeding." He thinks that
any eugenic improvement entails a
substantial social cost that cannot be
justified.
Galton, Francis. Essays in Eugenics.

New York: Garland, 1985. 109 p.
Sir Francis Gabon's essays were

originally published by the Eugenics
Education Society in 1909. Collected
here are historically significant essays
on the possible improvement of the
human breed, eugenics (its definition,
scope, and aims), restrictions in mar-
riage, studies in national eugenics,
eugenics and religion, probability (the
foundation of eugenics), and the need
for local associations to promote
eugenics.
Garver,   Kenneth   L.,   and   Garver,

Bettylee. Eugenics, Euthanasia and
Genocide.   Linacre  Quarterly  59
(3): 24-51, August 1992.
The   authors   review   the   back-

ground of the American and German
eugenics movements (including reli-
gious views of the time), and com-
ment  on   present  day   and   future

eugenic actions. They urge caution,
saying that some current medical
practices can be considered negative
eugenics and threaten the privacy and
rights of individuals. They recom-
mend awareness of the "subtle influ-
ences of economic pressures and the
increasing reliance on utilitarian cost-
effective criteria for making genetic
decisions."

Garver,   Kenneth   L.,   and   Garver,
Bettylee. The Human Genome Pro-
ject and Eugenic Concerns. Amer-
ican Journal of Human Genetics
54 (1): 148-58, January 1994.
While asserting that the Human

Genome Project will lead to better
screening  and   diagnosis  of genetic
diseases, and it is hoped to a cure for
genetic disease, the Garvers point out
that   in   Germany   and   the  United
States, genetic information has been
misused in the past.
Genetics, Eugenics and Evolution.

British Journal for the History of
Science 22 (3): 257-375, Septem-
ber 1989.

This special issue contains six arti-
cles on eugenics covering British,
German, and Scandinavian develop-
ments. Contents include: Generation
and the Origin of the Species, by M. S.
J. Hodge; Development and
Adaptation in British Morphology, by
Peter Bowler; Dimensions of Scientific
Controversy, by Robert Olby; The
'Sonderweg' of German Eugenics, by
Paul Weindling; Geneticists and the
Eugenics Movement in Scandinavia,
by Nils Roll-Hansen; and Biology of
Stupidity, by David Barker.
Harris, John. Is Gene Therapy a Form

of Eugenics? Bioethics 7 (2/3):
178-87, April 1993.
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Harris tackles the questions of
whether we should use genetic tech-
nologies to enhance the human race
or to cure dysfunctions, and whether
there is a relevant moral distinction
between these two applications of
gene therapy.
Holtzman, Neil A., and Rothstein,

Mark  A.   Eugenics   and   Genetic
Discrimination. American Journal
of   Human    Genetics    50    (3):
457-59, March 1992.
Current incidents in the news indi-

cate concerns that negative eugenics
is alive and well in the United States.
"The threat of eugenics and genetic
discrimination comes not only from
meddlesome   social   commentators
and political demagogues but from
the increasing economic pressures on
our employment system that remains
largely responsible for access to pri-
vate  health   insurance   and   health
care."

Huxley, Julian.  Eugenics in Evolu-
tionary Perspective. Perspectives in
Biology   and   Medicine   6    (2):
155-87, Winter 1963.
Huxley holds that natural selec-

tion has brought humankind to its
present, highly imperfect, unfinished
type, which has a potential for future
development  if genetic   "deteriora-
tion" is checked. Huxley asserts that
"eugenics  must  obviously  play  an
important part in enabling man to
fulfill that destiny,"  and advocates
what he calls E.I.D.Â—"eugenic insem-
ination   by   deliberately   preferred
donors."

Kevles, Daniel J. In the Name of
Eugenics: Genetics and the Uses of
Human Heredity. New York:
Knopf, 1985. 426 p.

Providing an extensive history of
the development of eugenic thinking
and its application in the United States
and Great Britain, Kevles describes
legislation, court cases, religious view-
points, scientific flaws, the rise of
genetics in medicine, and human
genetic research. He concludes that
"how the public or politically power-
ful coalitions, will respond to the
steady pressure of problems raised by
the advance of genetics depends upon
what reconciliation society chooses to
make between the ancient antino-
miesÂ—social obligations as against
individual rights and reproductive
freedom and privacy as against the
requirements of public health and
welfare."

Ledley, Fred D. Distinguishing
Genetics and Eugenics on the Basis
of Fairness. Journal of Medical
Ethics 20 (3): 157-64, September
1994.

Ledley writes that it is essential to
have clear, formal principles and
algorithms for distinguishing genetics
from eugenics in order to avoid any
eugenic abuse.
Lubinsky, Mark S. Scientific Aspects

of Early Eugenics. Journal of
Genetic Counseling 2 (2): 77-92,
June 1993.
Lubinsky discusses biometry, a

school that applied statistics to biology
blending inheritance and continuous
traits, which he says was part of the
early eugenics movement. Mendelian
eugenics came from the application of
reductionist genetics to human prob-
lems with individual differences seen
as primarily genetic, single gene
effects. He sees this viewpoint re-
emerging in the reductionism of the
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Human Genome Project, which "may
make older eugenic ideas tempting
once again."

MÃ¼ller,      Hermann     J.      Human
Evolution by Voluntary Choice of
Germ Plasm. Science 134 (3480):
643-49, 8 September 1961.
Noting that the term "eugenics"

was in disrepute following the atroci-
ties of World War II, MÃ¼ller says "a
set of hard truths and of genuine eth-
ical values concerning human evolu-
tion   .   .   .   cannot   be  permanently
ignored or denied without ultimate
disaster." He comments on voluntary
contraception, and proposes artificial
insemination by donor or "germ-cell
choice"  as a means of having off-
spring of chosen genetic material if
parents  "elect to depart from that
haphazard   method"   (conventional
reproduction).
Neuhaus, Richard John, ed. Guaran-

teeing the  Good  Life:  Medicine
and the Return of Eugenics. Grand
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1990. 360 p.
Neuhaus writes that the return of

eugenics  is evident  in  technologies
such   as   artificial   insemination,   in
vitro  fertilization,  embryo  transfer,
gene therapy,  and  fetal  and  anen-
cephalic  tissue  transplantation.   He
includes euthanasia and other death
with dignity issues in his list of the
new eugenics. The book includes ten
essays given as papers at a conference
held at the Center on Religion and
Society in New York.
Pauly, Philip J. Essay Review: The

Eugenics IndustryÂ—Growth or
Restructuring? Journal of the
History of Biology 26 (1): 131-45,
Spring 1993.

Pauly reviews six books on the his-
tory of eugenics, noting that the
movement arose in many countries
and meant different things in each.
He suggests that future works must
be significantly broader, "encompass-
ing all twentieth-century attention to
human biological improvement, how-
ever conceived."

Pope Pius XII. Morality and
Eugenics: An Address of Pope Pius
XII to the Seventh International
Hematological Congress in Rome.
The Pope Speaks 6 (4): 392-400,
1960.

Speaking against sterilization, arti-
ficial insemination, and contracep-
tion, the pope gave advice to those
afflicted with "Mediterranean hema-
tological sickness." He suggested that
physicians could advise patients not
to marry (especially kin) or to adopt
children rather than reproducing.
Proctor,  Robert  N.   Genomics  and

Eugenics: How Fair is the Compar-
ison? In Gene Mapping: Using Law
and Ethics as Guides, ed. George J.
Annas   and   Sherman   Elias,   pp.
57-93.  New York:  Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1992.291 p.
Proctor concludes that the poten-

tial for abuse of any technology large-
ly depends on the social context with-
in which the technology is used. "The
danger  is  that  in  a  society  where
power    is    unequally    distributed
between the haves and the have-nots,
the application of the new genetic
technologiesÂ—as of any otherÂ—is as
likely to reinforce as to ameliorate
patterns of indignity and injustice."
Shockley, William. Shockley on

Eugenics and Race: The Appli-
cation of Science to the Solution of
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Human Problems, ed. Roger Pear-
son. Washington: Scott-Townsend
Publishers, 1992. 292 p.
Pearson   has   collected   William

Shockley's writings on his theories of
hereditary human intelligence and his
belief that the less intelligent people
were overproducing and  the more
intelligent, underproducing. Shockley
urged that studies be made of heredi-
ty and intellectual and demographic
trends in order to ensure high intelli-
gence levels.
Smith, John Maynard. Eugenics and

Utopia. Daedalus 117 (3): 73-92,
Summer 1988.
Smith states that in earlier times

the only way to eliminate an undesir-
able gene from a population was to
reduce breeding chances, but that it is
now possible to think of genetic
change in terms of "direct alteration
or transformation of particular
genes." He calls this "transforma-
tional eugenics."
Tucker, William H. The Science and

Politics of Racial Research. Ur-
bana: University of Illinois Press,
1994. 371 p.
Focusing on the issue of race and

eugenics, Tucker concludes that there
is no scientific purpose or value to the
study of innate differences between
races. He suggests that such studies
have been undertaken to rationalize
social and political inequalities as the
unavoidable consequences of natural
differences.

Zimmermann, Susan. Industrial Capi-
talism's  Hostility  to  Childbirth,
Responsible Childbearing, and Eu-
genic Reproductive Policies in the
First Third of the 20th Century.
Issues in Reproductive and Genetic
Engineering 3 (3): 191-200, 1990.
Zimmermann    holds    that    the

eugenic policies of birth regulation
proposed by certain eugenicists in the
early part of the century were based
on reforming motherhood and indi-
viduals to become achievement ori-
ented.

II. EUGENICS Â—UNITED STATES

Barkan,       Elazar.       Reevaluating
Progressive    Eugenics:    Herbert
Spencer Jennings  and  the  1924
Immigration  Legislation. Journal
of the History of Biology 24 (1):
91-112, Spring 1991.
Barkan   traces   the   changes   in

Jennings' attitudes toward eugenics
and argues that too great an emphasis
has been placed on his egalitarian
views during the early 1920s.
Eugenics Makes a Comeback in the

U.S. Bulletin of Medical Ethics
100: 6 August 1994.

Recent developments in welfare
and population control in New Jersey,
Arizona, Nebraska, Connecticut, and
Florida are described briefly. In
Colorado, prison sterilizations have
been proposed as conditions for
parole, and in South Dakota,
Medicaid will pay for the insertion,
but not the removal, of the Norplant
contraceptive for women on welfare.
Gould, Stephen Jay. Carrie Buck's

Daughter. In The Flamingo's
Smile: Reflection in Natural
History, pp. 306-18. New York:
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W.W. Norton, 1985. 476 p.
Gould alleges that neither Carrie

BuckÂ—the subject of the Supreme
Court case Buck v. BellÂ—nor her
daughter were mentally deficient.
Gould charges that Buck was steril-
ized because of her social and sexual
deviance as much as her lack of men-
tal acumen.

Gould, Stephen Jay. The Smoking
Gun of Eugenics. Natural History
100 (12): 8, 10, 12, 14-17,
December 1991.
Gould comments on the eugenic

chapters in Sir Ronald Aylmer
Fisher's 1930 book The Genetical
Theory of Natural Selection, a work
that he says is the abstract and theo-
retical foundation of evolutionary sci-
ence. He challenges Fisher's argument
that advanced civilizations destroy
themselves when the ruling or "bet-
ter" people have fewer children.
Gould concludes that genetic errors
are applicable almost anywhere.
Haller, Mark H. Eugenics: Heredi-

tarian Attitudes in American
Thought. New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 1963,
1984. 264 p.
Haller writes that some U.S. acade-

mics and policymakers became con-
vinced that the genetic characteristics
of criminals, the mentally retarded,
the mentally disturbed, and the
impoverished were the basis for their
failings. Haller also concentrates on
scientists and social scientists who
applied Darwinian analysis to various
racial groups and decided that some
races were more advanced than others
on the evolutionary scale. These scien-
tists, the author says, thought that the
presence of some racial groups in the

United States threatened the long-
term biological "quality" of the popu-
lation.

Hatchett,    Richard.    Brave    New
Worlds:    Perspectives    on    the
American Experience of Eugenics.
Pharos 54 (4): 13-18, Fall 1991.
A concise background of eugenics

history is provided by Hatchett, who
opines that the past experience  of
eugenics  makes  it  wise to  address
future  uses  of knowledge  and  sci-
ence's relationship with and responsi-
bility to society. He thinks that the
recent eugenic revival focuses on eco-
nomic utility and a "pale concept of
human dignity."
Karp, Laurence E. Past Perfect: John

Humphrey  Noyes,   Stirpiculture,
and the Oneida Community. Amer-
ican Journal of Medical Genetics
12(2): 127-30, June 1982.
Having  written   in   exasperation

about the "involuntary and random
propagation"   of  the   human   race,
Noyes set out to better the human
race through the application of stirpi-
culture (Latin for race-culture). In the
1840s,    he    created    the    Oneida
Community, in which "complex mar-
riages" were the norm, matings were
sanctioned by a committee, and off-
spring were considered children of all
the   members   of   the   community.
Internal pressures and external law
enforcement      efforts      eventually
brought  about  the  collapse  of the
Community in 1881.
Larson, Edward J.  Sex,  Race,  and

Science:   Eugenics   in   the  Deep
South. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1995. 251 p.
Larson focuses on the politics of

eugenics in the South and the impact
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that a relatively small group of eugen-
icists had on public policy.
Ludmerer, Kenneth M. Genetics and

American  Society:  A   Historical
Appraisal. Baltimore, Johns Hop-
kins University Press, 1972. 222 p.
Ludmerer looks at the social cli-

mate from 1905 to 1930 that created
a situation in which eugenics played a
role   in   public   policymaking.   He
examines genetic theories of the day
and   how   they   were   adopted   by
eugenicists. Finally, Ludmerer demon-
strates how the political and social
events of the time affected the activi-
ties of American geneticists.
Rafter, Nicole Hahn.  White Trash:

The    Eugenic    Family    Studies,
1877-1919. Boston: Northeastern
University Press, 1988. 382 p.
Rafter reviews the eugenic family

studies conducted in the United States
that were grounds for concluding that
some  families   had   inferior  genes,
which perpetuated "socially undesir-
able"   traits,   such   as   alcoholism,
crime,  feeble-mindedness,   "pauper-
ism,"  sexual promiscuity, and even
loquacity.
Reilly,    Philip    R.    The    Surgical

Solution: A History of Involuntary
Sterilization in the United States.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, 1991. 190 p.
Reilly details the rise and fall of

involuntary sterilization in the U.S. as
a means to prevent "mental defec-
tives" from reproducing. From 1907
until the  1960s more than 60,000
men and women were subjected to
court-ordered,  involuntary  steriliza-
tion, often without their knowledge.
Smith, J. David. Minds Made Feeble:

The Myth and Legacy of the
Kallikaks. Rockville, MD: Aspen
Systems Corp., 1985. 205 p.
In 1912, Henry Goddard published

a book detailing the story of a New
Jersey family he called Kallikak. There
were two branches of the family: one
branch of "inferior" citizens resulted
from a dalliance between the Mr.
Kallikak and a nameless, feeble-mind-
ed girl he met in a tavern; the other
branch came from Mr. Kallikak's
later marriage to a respectable woman
from a good family. Their offspring
became pillars of the community.
Professor Smith recounts the details of
the study and provides a modern per-
spective on the theory that mental
retardation is a result of tainted
blood.

Smith, J. David, and Nelson, K. Ray.
The Sterilization of Carrie Buck.
Far Hills, NJ: New Horizon Press,
1989.268 p.
Smith and Nelson relate the 1920s

story of Carrie Buck, who was the
subject of the U.S. Supreme Court
decision Buck v. Bell. Decribed as
"poor white trash" and labelled
retarded, the teenaged, pregnant
Buck was involuntarily sterilized after
being committed to the Virginia
Colony for Epileptics and the
Feebleminded.

U.S. Supreme  Court. Buck v. Bell.
Supreme    Court    Reporter    47:
584-85, 1927.
Carrie Buck was an eighteen-year-

old resident of a Virginia state home
for "mental defectives" at the time her
case was heard by the Supreme Court.
The daughter of a "feeble-minded"
mother, she herself was the mother of
an illegitimate "feeble-minded" child,
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who was conceived when she was
raped. The Supreme Court concluded
that "it is better for all the world, if
instead of waiting to execute degener-
ate offspring for crime, or to let the

starve for their imbecility, society can
prevent those who are manifestly unfit
from continuing their kind .... Three
generations of imbeciles are enough"
(p. 585).

III. EUGENICS Â—GERMANY

AIy, GÃ¶tz; Chroust, Peter; and Pross,
Christian.   Cleansing  the  Father-
land:  Nazi Medicine and Racial
Hygiene.  Baltimore: Johns  Hop-
kins Press, 1994. 295 p.
Details are  provided  of German

physicians   profiting   professionally
and   financially  through   the  Nazi
racial-hygiene program. AIy, Chroust,
and Pross reveal stories of the T-4
euthanasia program and the killing of
maladjusted adolescents, handicapped
persons, foreign laborers too sick to
work, and even German civilians who
suffered  mental  breakdowns during
air raids.

Dietrich, Donald J. Catholic Eugenics
in Germany, 1920-1945: Hermann
Muckermann,   SJ.,   and   Joseph
Mayer. Journal of Church and State
34 (3): 575-600, Summer 1992.
Dietrich maintains that profession-

al eugenicists developed a sense that
medicine   was   a   social   function
responsible  for  actively  intervening
and  maintaining  a   "good"   genetic
pool.   He   notes  that  although  this
could   have   been   the   antithesis  of
Catholic thought, two German intel-
lectual   Catholic  scientists  provided
theories that would allow Catholics
to consider the problematic, negative
eugenic policies of the Nazis.
Kater, Michael H. Doctors Under

Hitler. Chapel Hill, NC: University
of North Carolina Press, 1989.
426 p.

Claiming that German physicians
became "Nazified" more thoroughly
and sooner than other professions,
the author discusses eugenics as racial
cleansing. Kater says that medical
schools and their faculties became
advocates of racial hygiene early in
the twentieth century, urging medical
selection to improve and augment a
superior race while impeding those
thought to be inferior.
KÃ¼hl, Stefan. The Nazi Connection:

Eugenics, American Racism, and
German National Socialism. New
York: Oxford University Press,
1994. 166 p.
Drawing comparisons between the

American eugenics movement and the
Nazi program implemented in 1933
to "improve" the population through
forced sterilization and marriage con-
trols, KÃ¼hl presents a history of
eugenics in the United States, which
he says led the way in international
eugenic theories. He argues that
American eugenicists' visits to
Germany prior to World War II,
influenced, aided, and stabilized the
Nazi regime, with racism as the core
ideology of both American and
German eugenicists.
Lifton,    Robert    Jay.    The    Nazi

Doctors: Medical Killing and the
Psychology   of  Genocide.   New
York: Basic Books, 1986. 561 p.
Psychiatrist    Lifton     interviews
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German physicians who lived during
the Nazi era, and comments that
"eugenicizing" became the way to
develop a Nazi physician. Saying that
early German eugenics had a "tone of
romantic excess," Lifton quotes
Ploetz, who stated "race was the cri-
terion of value," and German physi-
cian-geneticist Fritz Lenz, who said
"our race is doomed to extinction"
without a radical eugenics project.
MÃ¼ller-Hill,  Benno.   Eugenics:  The

Science and Religion of the Nazis.
In   When  Medicine   Went  Mad:
Bioethics and the Holocaust, ed.
Arthur   L.   Caplan,   pp.   43-52.
Totowa, NJ: Human Press, 1992.
MÃ¼ller-Hill   defines   science   as

describing the world as it is, not as it
should   be,   and   relates  the   back-
ground   for  genetics   and   eugenics
from  1900 through 1933, pointing
out that until the Nazis came into
power in Germany, eugenicists had
little success in Europe. The author
holds that in the aftermath of the
Holocaust,   medicine   and   science
should never set ethical values, which
must come from other sources.

MÃ¼ller-Hill, Benno. Murderous
Science: Elimination by Scientific
Selection of Jews, Gypsies, and
Others, Germany 1933-1945.
Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1988. 208 p.
With the end of World War I,

German "scientific propagandists"
(psychiatrists and anthropologists)
were devastated by the democratic
Weimar Republic and saw Hitler as
someone who would recognize their
ideas and give them prominence.
MÃ¼ller-Hill provides a detailed
account of the alliance between Hitler

and scientists by reporting on a num-
ber of interviews he conducted with
the involved scientists.

Proctor, Robert N. Nazi Doctors,
Racial Medicine, and Human
Experimentation. In The Nazi
Doctors and the Nuremberg Code:
Human Rights in Human Exper-
imentation, ed. George J. Annas
and Michael J. Grodin, pp. 17-31.
New York: Oxford University
Press, 1992.
The experimentation carried out

by physicians in the Nazi concentra-
tion camps should be understood in
the context of German militarism and
the racial-hygiene movement accord-
ing to Proctor, who says that their
science was not apolitical and passive
but an integral part of the Nazi pro-
gram. Racial hygiene was considered
to be a complement to personal and
social hygiene.
Proctor, Robert N. Racial Hygiene:

Medicine Under the Nazis. Cam-
bridge,   MA:   Harvard  University
Press, 1988. 414 p.
Pointing  out  that  science-based

technologies can serve "to maintain
social order and facilitate the policing
of society," Proctor says ideologies
can obscure the recognition of such
control. He explores the place of sci-
ence   under  the  Nazi   regime   and
focuses on how the scientists, and
particularly  physicians,  participated
in the Nazi racial policy, calling it
"applied biology."
Weindling, Paul. The Survival of

Eugenics in 20th-century Ger-
many. American Journal of Human
Genetics 52 (3): 643-49, March
1993.
The  continued  participation  of
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German eugenicists in academic life
and public policy after World War II
is described. Weindling emphasizes
the relationship of eugenics to human
genetics and provides a glimpse into
the activities of many German eugeni-
cists after the war.

Weindling, Paul. Health, Race, and
German Politics Between National
Unification  and  Nazism,   1870-
1945.    New   York:    Cambridge
University Press, 1989. 641 p.
Weindling focuses on the origin,

social  composition,  and  impact  of
eugenics in the rapidly industrializing
German Empire before World War II.
Biology    and    medicine    assumed
important roles in the struggle to curb
a decline in population and to cure
many social illsÂ—all the while making
new powerful careers for physicians
and scientists.

Weingart, Peter. German Eugenics
Between Science and Politics.
Osiris, 2d Series, 5: 260-82, 1989.
Eugenics  combines   evolutionary

theory and a theory of human hered-

ity to focus political concerns about
population policy and control,
according to Weingart, who holds
that both scientists and politicians
used eugenics to advance their causes.
However, only in Germany, he says,
did eugenic scientists or race hygien-
ists form "a coalition with politicians
of the conservative and radical right."
Weiss,   Sheila  Faith.   Race  Hygiene

and   National   Efficiency:    The
Eugenics of Wilhelm Schallmayer.
Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1987. 245 p.
Weiss    says    that    eugenics    in

Germany was viewed as a "form of
rational management or managerial
control over the reproductive capaci-
ties of various groups and classes."
Physician     Wilhelm     Schallmayer
became   concerned   with   "mental
defectives" and other nonproductive
individuals  and  offered   biomedical
solutions   for   social   and   political
problems, advocating that the "unfit"
be discouraged from marrying and
reproducing.

IV. EUGENICS Â—OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD

Canada. Law Reform Commission.
Sterilization: Implications for
Mentally Retarded and Mentally
III. Ottawa: The Commission,
1979. 157 p.
The Commission examines rea-

sons for sterilizing the disabled and
the legality and consent issues raised
by sterilization. It makes policy rec-
ommendations for Canada, and
includes the text of 14 legislative and
policy statements on sterilization of
the disabled.

Jones,   Greta.   Social   Hygiene   in
Twentieth  Century Britain.   Lon-
don: Croom Helm, 1986. 180 p.
The   history   of   British   social-

hygiene  organizations,  such  as  the
Eugenics    Society,    the    National
Council   for  Mental   Hygiene,   the
Central    Association    for    Mental
Welfare,   the   People's   League   of
Health, and the National Institute for
Industrial   Psychology   is   provided.
These  groups  were   influenced   by
Social Darwinism, and were based on
the assumptions that we need to elim-
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inate the "unfit" and that eugenics
would improve the general level of
industrial and personal efficiency in
the working class.
Macnicol,  John.   Eugenics  and  the

Campaign  for   Voluntary  Sterili-
zation   in   Britain   Between   the
Wars. Social History of Medicine
2 (2): 147-69, August 1989.
The history of the British eugenics

movement  between  World  Wars  I
and II is traced. While much empha-
sis has been placed by others on the
link between "progressive" thought
and eugenics, Macnicol stresses the
Labour   Party's   efforts   to   quell
eugenic   legislation.   The   Eugenics
Society campaign to pass legislation
on voluntary sterilization of mental
"defectives" was the most significant
effort, though the Society's crusade
fell short.

Mazumdar, Pauline M.H. Eugenics,
Human   Genetics,   and   Human
Failings: The Eugenics Society, Its
Sources and Its Critics in Britain.
London: Routledge, 1992. 373 p.
Mazumdar     focuses     on     the

Eugenics    Education     Society     in
Britain.   Founded   over   fears   the
"residuum," or "pauper class," was
reproducing so quickly that it would
be able to stem the tide of natural
evolution   of  the   human   race,   the
Society attempted to integrate various
eugenic theories into discussions of
public policy and legislation.
McGregor, Alan. Eugenic Thought in

France. Mankind Quarterly 30 (4):
337-50, Summer 1990.
The author quotes eugenic state-

ments by French authors from 1687
to   1969.   He   recommends   L'IdÃ©e
EugÃ©nique en France: Essaie Biblio-

graphie, by Henry de la Haye Jous-
selin (Limoges: A. Bontemps, 1989),
as a source for French eugenic infor-
mation.

McLaren, Angus. Our Own Master
Race: Eugenics in Canada, 1885-
1945.  Toronto:  McClelland  and
Stewart, 1990. 228 p.
Although sterilization of the "fee-

ble-minded" in British Columbia and
Alberta   was   the   most   significant
effort   to    stem    reproduction    of
"degenerate"   persons,   immigration
restriction, birth control, mental test-
ing, and family allowances were all
suggested    as    ways    to    improve
Canadian society in the first half of
the twentieth century.
Roll-Hansen, Nils.  Eugenics Before

World   War   II:   The   Case   of
Norway.     Pubblicazioni     della
Stazzioni ZoolÃ³gica di Napoli 2
(2): 269-98, 1980.
Norwegian eugenic activities are

described,  highlighting John  Alfred
Mjoen, his "Norwegian Program for
Racehygiene,"    and    his    struggle
against Otto Lous Mohr. It is claimed
that Norway was the site of some of
the earliest public outcry against the
scientific   community's   "dilettantic
and irresponsible" ideas.
Schneider, William H.  Quality and

Quantity: The Quest for Biological
Regeneration in Twentieth-Century
France.   New   York:   Cambridge
University Press, 1990. 392 p.
In a  response  to  the perception

that French society was in a state of
decline  and   degeneration,  eugenics
appealed  to   some   early-twentieth-
century French scientists and policy-
makers.   Birth   control,   premarital
examinations,     sterilization,     and
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immigration control were adopted in
varying degrees as ways to affect the
quality of the population, which had
to be counterbalanced against fears of
its shrinking size.
Soloway, Richard A. Demography

and Degeneration: Eugenics and
the Declining Birthrate in Twen-
tieth-Century Britain. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press,
1990. 443 p.
Soloway examines the declining

birthrate and family size among the
well-educated and successful in
Britain at the turn of the century, and
the swelling ranks of the less-educat-
ed portion of the population. This
demographic profile opened the door
for the adoption of eugenic thought
and Social Darwinism.

Stepan, Nancy Leys. "The Hour of
Eugenics": Race, Gender, and
Nation in Latin America. Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1991.
21Op.
Stepan discusses eugenics in Latin

America as a science of heredity that
was shaped by political, institutional,
and cultural factors, and as a social
movement with an explicit set of pol-
icy proposals that seemed to eugeni-
cists   to   be   logically  formed   from

hereditarian science. She highlights
the history of eugenics in Brazil,
Argentina, and Mexico, and studies
general trends in Latin America.
Suzuki,   Zenji.   Geneticists  and   the

Eugenics   Movement   in   Japan.
Japanese Studies in the History of
Science 14: 157-64, 1975.
Suzuki outlines the development of

eugenic thought in Japan, beginning
with the desire for self-preservation of
the ex-military class, who  declared
themselves genetically superior. Other
eugenicists interested in westernizing
Japanese culture advocated a program
of yellow and white intermarriage.
Tomlinson, Richard. China Aims to

Improve Health of Newborns by
Law. British Medical Journal 309
(6965): 1319, 19 November 1994.
Brief details are provided on new

Chinese   legislation  regarding   mar-
riage and the prevention of unhealthy
births. With an emphasis on healthy
babies and mothers, the Chinese gov-
ernment requires premarital genetic
evaluations and testing for contagious
diseases, and in some cases requires
persons  carrying   "serious"   genetic
defects  to  agree  to  sterilization  or
long-term     contraception     before
obtaining permission to marry.
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